**Global Corporations**

Silke Bochat – PepsiCo
Tim Allen – Microsoft
Sairah Ashman – Wolff Olins
Tysson Betts – P&G Ventures
Valerie Casey – Walmart
Ron Clark – BCGDV
Helen Emsley – Global GMC & Buick Design
Jenny Fleischer – Bayer
Abby Godee – Deloitte Digital
Gretchen Gscheidle – Herman Miller
John Maeda – Automattic
Steve Johnson – Netflix
Kwame Nyanning – McKinsey & Company
Verena Kloos – Verena Kloos Strategic Design Consulting
Lillian Shieh – Johnson & Johnson
Ashleigh Vinall – Waitrose

**Academic/ Government/ Prof. Associations**

Eric Anderson – Carnegie Mellon
Judith Anderson – Massachusetts College of Art and Design
Rama Gheerawo – Royal College of Art
Judith Gloppen, PhD – DOGA
Karen Hofmann – Art Center College of Design
Lorraine Justice, PhD – Rochester Institute of Technology, Author
Noel Mayo – Noel Mayo Associates Inc., (retired The Ohio State Univ.)
Arianne Miller – The Lab at OPM
Noemi Sadowska, PhD – London College of Communication
Dori Tunstall, PhD – Ontario College of Art & Design
Ena Voûte – TU Delft
Julie Anixter – Ensemble.Works
Paola Antonelli – MoMA
Carole Bilson – DMI
Deborah Dawton – DBA
Brenda Sanderson – IXDA

**Design Business/ Consultant owners**

Lauralee Alben – Sea Change Design Institute
Betty Baugh – Betty Baugh Design
Michelle Berryman – Capgemini
Kevin Bethune – dreams • design • life
Ayse Birsel – Birsel + Seck
Brigitte Borja de Mozota – Designence, Author
Sally Brazier – CEOSTRA Ltd
Liz Brown – DesignJawn, Backstage Accelerator PHL
Antionette Carroll, M.A. – Creative Reaction Lab
Natasha Chetiyawardana – Bow & Arrow
Maaike Evers – Mike & Maaike Inc
Maria Giudice – Hot Studio, Author
Betsy Goodrich – MantaDesign
Cheryl Heller – SVA, Measured Lab, Author
Valerie Jacobs – LPK
Katherine McCoy – McCoy & McCoy Associates
Cheryl Myers – Smart Panda Labs
Sue Siddall – IDEO Europe
Giselle Raulik Murphy – DUCO Brazil
Christina Taylor – CREAholIC
Hayley Woolford – Ivy Leaf Innovation

**Gone but not forgotten... (deceased)**

Muriel Cooper
Rae Eames
Naomi Gornick
Eileen Gray
Zaha Hadid
Rowena Reed Kostelow
Lella Vignelli
Anne Swainson